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Abstract

This studio-led research project describes how office-based digital and analogue 

techniques can be combined to execute an artistic process that I have termed “digital 

frottage”. In a re-interpretation of the historical frottage process, I propose that the flatbed 

scanner is used to take automated “rubbings” of low-relief sculptural drawings created 

with Blu-Tack. The research demonstrates how the historical frottage process can be 

expanded by engaging with technology, and how our technological culture can only 

continue to broaden artistic expression.

As part of the research, I have examined the link between historical frottage and 

alchemy. This research has involved reviewing the methods of alchemy as pertaining 

to Surrealism, where the subconscious rather than the conscious workings of the brain 

can lead to the creative misuse of materials and technologies in ways very different 

from their everyday functions. Alchemy is further exemplified when pre-existing 

conventional Blu-Tack and technology are merged and transformed into artworks of 

new significance.

Each of my digital frottage artworks is the result of a series of actions that I view as 

alchemical. These actions include object manipulation, scanning, cutting, montage, and 

printing. In each of these actions, chance and disruption are present.

At a high level of abstraction, the digital frottage process is one of decomposition and 

recomposition. Decomposing is looked at as a formless procedure where physical material 

transforms into a digital code when in contact with the flatbed scanner. I interweave 

critical writings from Georges Bataille, Rosalind Krauss and Yve-Alain Bois, who address 

the formless in relation to decomposing.
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Recomposing is outlined through montage, where fragments of different scans are re-

connected into a whole image through editing. When changing the physical material 

Blu-Tack into the digital, I strive for an art form that is always presenting new visual 

discoveries, moving beyond an exact trace of Blu-Tack to shatter its conception 

and elevate the core quality of alchemy, “Mystery”. Mystery is pursued through the 

intuitive play of chance and entered into the frottage process through manipulation and 

suppressing conscious control to experiment with tensile qualities and compression of 

Blu-Tack, electronic glitches, and ghostly effects achieved in the shallow depth of field 

in material Blu-Tack’s digital transformation. This pursuit of mystery builds ambiguity 

into Blu-Tack’s transformation into the digital forming a unique reframing of frottage. 

The mysterious visual outcomes intrigue and confound the viewer’s certainties about 

visual perception whereby they enter into a riddle to resolve the ambiguity present in the 

artworks. 

Overall, this studio-led research has detailed a contemporary version of frottage using 

material Blu-Tack and digital applications sourced from the site of the office environment 

of the newspaper industry. The element of mystery within the digital frottage compositions 

counters a visually oriented culture driven by the superficial. This superficial is rapidly 

advancing by the dependency of more accessible and faster technologies to entertain us. 

A particular repercussion of superficiality is that our technologies and entertainments 

become devoid of the mysterious and revealing unseen hidden secrets of the esoteric. 

The technology used in this investigation rather facilitates a more-in-depth exploration 

penetrating beyond the obvious found in the mundane of the everyday. The artworks 

affirm a position in the world, away from a sense of alienation toward an openness in 

artistic practice.
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Statement of Originality

 This work has not been submitted for a degree or diploma in any university. To the 

best of my knowledge and belief, the thesis contains no material previously published or 

written by another person except where due reference is made in the thesis itself.

(signed)
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Introduction

The inspiration for the research detailed in this Doctor of Visual Arts (DVA) exegesis 

occurred while I was working in Melbourne as a graphic designer/illustrator in the 

newspaper industry. As a creative person with a passion for fine art, I found the 

newspaper environment alienating. Daily routines, deadlines, and constrained editorial 

formats were stressful and part of every workday. On one occasion, a brief interruption 

within the regular newspaper production cycle led to a period of creative play with 

Blu-Tack pulled from the wall above my computer. The eruption of free play unleashed 

by my hands and fingers involved squashing, rolling, pounding, scratching, clasping, 

stabbing, throwing, dragging, and building with the material. The tactile sensations, the 

manipulations, and the resulting sculptures all combined to create a sense of wonder and 

a wish to continue using Blu-Tack as an expressive malleable medium for modelling. 

I subsequently went on to create low-relief Blu-Tack sculptures on the glass surface of a 

conventional flatbed scanner. These I scanned in situ to see what would transpire when 

transforming the amorphous sculptures into the 

two-dimensional realm. Wide variations in tone 

were produced that recalled the dramatic use of 

chiaroscuro and tenebrism used by seventeenth- and 

eighteenth-century artists. The results also suggested 

similarities with the artistic technique of frottage 

(French for “rubbing”), wherein a substrate is placed 

in contact with a low relief three-dimensional object 

and an impression is made without apparent thought 

by rubbing quickly with drawing implements such 

as graphite, pencil and crayons. One scan of an 

amorphous “sculpture” I created at the time is shown 

in Figure 1.
Figure 1, Justin Garnsworthy, Amorphous 
Figure, 2010, scan, 21 x 29.7cm.
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When I left the newspaper industry and moved from Melbourne to Brisbane, I decided 

to pursue a DVA at Griffith University with an idea for research based on my ongoing 

interest in Blu-Tack as an expressive medium. In so doing, I broadened my subject area 

to include the “misuse” of the flatbed scanner as yet another personal interest of mine.  

My research was framed around the following question:

Can a novel misuse of Blu-Tack and technology facilitate an advanced understanding of 

frottage?

In this research to pursue new visual discoveries, I have deliberately extended 

the definition of the frottage process. First, I have defined digital scanning as a 

contemporary equivalent to rubbing with drawing implements such as graphite. Second, 

I have defined the computer manipulation of scanned images to be a contemporary 

equivalent to the traditional cutting and composing of rubbed images. Finally, I use the 

term “digital frottage” when referring to my work.

Traditional frottage is often considered to be part of the discipline of drawing and, in 

extending the definition of frottage, it is essential to see digital frottage maintaining 

this categorisation. This extension is maintained if the tracking light of the flatbed 

scanner is considered to be a “drawing implement”. This interpretation broadens the 

possibilities for drawing by imagining how the mechanised beam pass of the scanner 

bed can be related to the hand holding an implement such as graphite to make a 

rubbing.

Through repurposing technology and Blu-Tack from their intended everyday use, 

my art practice is operated intentionally as a practice of misuse. Misuse is to be 

interpreted as using materials in ways other than their intended use. In my research, 

I misuse materials in the pursuit of esoteric revelation. The esoteric is generated 

through the practices of the “irrational and intuitive, aimed at the overarching 
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unity of nature and the correspondences within it and the possibility of unbounded 

transubstantiation” (Hornung 2001, 4).

The resulting compositions demonstrate how materials taken out of their everyday 

context can be used to create artworks of new significance in the field of drawing by 

facilitating novel perspectives through technological manipulation. This use of office 

paraphernalia found in the newspaper industry for artistic purposes bridges the two 

different worlds of mass media and drawing (visual art).  

Because twenty-first-century digital devices such as flatbed scanners and computers are 

mobile, I have carried out this practice-led research within my home office/studio. The 

research involves a creative testing of the visual possibilities that are offered with Blu-

Tack and its merging with digital applications. Experimentation covered the many forms 

of possible Blu-Tack manipulation, the many visual effects provided by the digital 

scanning process, and the possible variations in the fragmenting and combining of 

images in Photoshop. The most successful combinations were presented for exhibition 

as large digital frottage artworks. 

I view the compositional methods of digital scanning and cutting as a modern form of 

alchemy. Alchemy has been used to mean a mingling or mixing in a transformation 

(Spence 2003, 9). My particular practice of Alchemy explores mystery in the use and 

exploration of chance in technological and material play. Originality and mystery in my 

practice lie in the scans of manipulated Blu-Tack and the way these sculptural properties 

are rendered in two dimensions. Digital and analogue compositions are mysterious in 

the sense that it is difficult to discern how they are created.  Like the alchemic practices 

of Joseph Beuys (see Chapter 2) who had an awareness for the potential of transforming 

soft material such as animal fat into expressive art forms, I have investigated the 

manipulation in the movement of Blu-Tack on the surface of the flatbed for expressive 

outcomes. This digital transformation is a modern interpretation of the alchemic process 
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of sublimation in which solid material transitions directly to the digital phase instead 

of gaseous phase—a process I describe as alchemy. I liken this process to a digital 

philosopher’s stone. Alchemy as an art process is exemplified when everyday materials 

(such as Blu-Tack) are metamorphosed, thereby gaining new significance. Alchemy is 

expanded on in Chapter 1.

My chosen methodologies have been employed with the aim of creating artworks 

that move beyond the original subject, conveying something esoteric. This 

transformative process occurs through two parts of the physical elements in 

alchemy: decomposing and recomposing. Decomposing is explored through a 

formless process and recomposing through the method of construction called 

montage. How these methodologies are employed will be discussed at length in 

Chapter 3 in line with my own studio outcomes. This exegesis will outline the 

processes and discoveries leading to the presentation of my final body of work and 

is structured as follows:

In Chapter 1, I provide an overview of my unique contribution to research in presenting 

an extension to the frottage method in drawing. The significant contribution to the 

frottage technique is demonstrated by a visual comparison between a manual and an 

optical light rubbing of the material Blu-Tack. The optical light rubbings presents 

depth and mystery in the frottage artwork. This tunnelling effect differs greatly from 

flat textures and linear marks produced by traditional frottage techniques. I then refer 

to internationally renowned drawing scholar Deanna Petherbridge, who authored the 

seminal book The Primacy of Drawing: Histories and Theories of Practice (2010). 

Petherbridge discusses how twenty-first century drawing practices that explore multiple 

dimensions such as technology will have a radical impact.

I then review the work of Surrealist artist Max Ernst, who developed frottage, and 

extrapolate on the stages of his process that are linked to alchemy. Automatism 
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is introduced as the extra element the Surrealists linked to historical practices 

of alchemy. Historical alchemy combined both spiritual and physical elements. 

Automatism is the term used to describe a creative process associated with the 

Surrealism movement in which written or visual art experiments are conducted 

without conscious thought. The research examines the two different frottage 

processes Ernst explored in the creation of the series  Historie Naturelle and 

Loplop. Through researching Ernst’s frottage artworks, the critical stages of the 

digital frottage process are established. The initial stage, of exploring objects’ base 

element to form marks is examined in relation to Georges Bataille’s concept of the 

formless. The second stage is forming completed compositions integrating textures 

of  Blu-Tack optical light rubbings in a montage. Both of these stages are key to the 

research findings. 

Chapter 2 begins with Ernst’s random use of materials for frottage outcomes. Then, 

a connection is drawn between the historical misuse of materials and the practices 

of alchemy. Other modern examples of misuse will be introduced to demonstrate 

that this misuse is not uncommon in art process and practice. I examine the 

contemporary frottage artists Ian Howard and Matt Mullican. I selected these two 

artists as a starting point for this research because they are noted practitioners who 

have advanced the process of frottage beyond Ernst and incorporated a misuse of 

materials into their work.

Having reviewed these contemporary frottage artists, I then position my own misuse 

of materials: Blu-Tack and the flatbed scanner. Artists Joseph Beuys and Matthew 

Barney are woven into the discussion of  Blu-Tack, as their practices have focused 

on the transformative qualities of grease-like, rubbery materials such as animal 

fat and petroleum jelly that can be both formless and formed. In relation to my 

misuse of technology, I review artists Bruno Munari and Lucas Samaras who share 

commonalities with my manipulation in the production of artworks.
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Chapter 3 introduces my studio process through the two stages of the physical 

elements of alchemy: decomposing and recomposing. Decomposing is divided into 

the four operations of the formless conceived by Yves-Alain Bois and Rosalind 

Krauss. Recomposing in the use of technology is associated with montage due to 

its seemingly unlimited opportunities to generate frottage compositions. I then 

outline a critical analysis of my frottage method that establishes the decisions 

made in pursuit of the esoteric in artworks created between 2013 and 2018. This 

pursuit of practice-led research is dependent on the misuse of material Blu-Tack 

and technology for new visual discoveries. Exploring a new interpretation of the 

frottage process with digital applications looks to broaden and make a significant 

contribution to the discipline of drawing in the generation of new imagery. The 

studio outcomes address the research question through the creation of ambiguous 

imagery that moves beyond representation, creating greater depth and mystery in 

recorded textures and linear marks.
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Chapter 1: Digital Frottage

In my frottage-based practice, I abandon the traditional use of paper as a drawing surface 

for rubbing, and instead explore the capability of the flatbed scanner’s glass substrate and 

tracking light beam to record the rubbing. Although there is no actual physical contact 

between the light and the object scanned, light does, in fact, traverse the surface of the 

object through linear movement on the glass in a process I call “optical light rubbing”. The 

rubbing occurs in the movement of a mechanised beam, a scan head attached to a stabiliser 

bar of the flatbed scanner, that is streamlined and precisely engineered. The gliding scanner’s 

tracking light beam is automatic in its operation, moving down the length of the scanner 

from a starting point and connecting to the action of a drawn line in the trace of a moving 

point. In the creation of my artworks, the beam detects Blu-Tack pressed against glass 

surface and captures the material’s form into a compressed digital code. A motorised system 

of gears and belts moves the mechanical beam in precise steps to create a mapping effect, 

capturing content at the substrate through the moving optical light rub. The mechanical arm 

is activated into motion simply by the press of a computer button. No technical knowledge 

is required for generating the optical light rubbing, allowing for a greater focus towards 

mark making and creating textures. The mechanical arm is devoid of human emotion—it 

does not shake, wobble, or deviate in the rub—thus shifting the traditional manual rubbing 

to lift an impression in a precise horizontal even rub. It is also unwavering; that is, unlike 

the human hand, it evenly distributes its light (whereas a human hand in traditional frottage 

cannot evenly distribute its weight or force). Figure 2 shows the close one-to-one relationship 

between the mechanical and optical processes differing from Figure 3 of a manual crayon 

rubbing.

Lewis Mumford says “The machine, conceived as an organ subordinate to the human 

personality, is actually an instrument of liberation...” (1961, 14). For my creative purposes, 

the flatbed is misused for innovation, novelty and change rather than used for measurable 

and logical use. I exploit the automated office machine in misuse, resulting in disordered 
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and unpredictable outcomes with visual recordings of computer glitches, ghost-like effects, 

depth and colour. Traditionally, the flatbed scanner requires clean, spotless originals to avoid 

smudges, smears, and liquid forms such as water and ink. Instead of adhering to the flatbed’s 

clean intended use, I exploit its operations by pressing viscous Blu-Tack up against the 

glass substrate. The electronic surface transforms traditional frottage through a mechanical 

optical ‘rub’. This digital rub is a combination of intensities, forces, and fields varied by the 

distance between the Blu-Tack, the surface, and the scanning optics. The manual rubbing of 

relief Blu-Tack drawings is unsatisfactory because the material is too soft for the production 

of detailed traces. On the other hand, digital rubbing leads to detailed compositions with 

interesting aesthetics and a sense of mystery. The mystery transfers to the digital process 

through the duration of a scan. Layering stacked transparent sheets of compressed Tack 

articulates new imagery and new experiences of representational space. James Faure 

Walker wrote a seminal essay for the U.K. drawing research space known as TRACEY 

in December 2010 titled “Drawing Machine, Bathing Machines, the Stars...Where are the 

Masterpieces?”,  in which he declared “once you integrate the power of computing with the 

disciplines of painting and drawing you open up this spectacular new dimension.” Later in 

this article, he compares 

mechanical machine 

drawing to physical 

drawing, particularly life 

model drawing, where you 

look, record and correct. In 

this practice-led research, 

technology use incorporates 

these elements of drawing 

in looking, recording and 

correcting, which is detailed 

further in subsequent 

chapters.
Figure 2 Justin Garnsworthy, Detail, 
Blu-Tack Optical Light Rubbing, 2018, 
Photographic Documentation.

Figure 3 Justin Garnsworthy, Detail, 
Blu-Tack Manual Crayon Rubbing, 
2018, Photographic Documentation.



Historically, the use of light in art has been considered an act of drawing, particularly in 

the early photograms of scientist, inventor and photography pioneer Henry Fox Talbot 

and the later work of László Moholy-Nagy. Both artists were noted for expanding the 

boundaries of representation. Historically, the photogram, aligns with drawing due to its 

physicality, use of light and object, and to trace onto the page. Photograms, like frottage, 

compress space, time and memory when dimensional objects are flattened. The visual 

effects of flattened objects hovered between the abstract and representational through this 

non-camera photographic process. Found random physical objects were placed directly 

onto the surface of the light-sensitive photographic paper and were then exposed to light 

to create the photogram. Working in the nineteenth century, Talbot called this fixing of 

shadow or negative of an object a ‘photogenic drawing’ (cited in Scharf 1974). They were 

made by placing leaves and pieces of metal onto sensitised paper and exposed to daylight.  

Moholy-Nagy termed the photogram process “drawing 

with light” (Britton 2014, 260). 

My incorporation of the digital flatbed into the 

frottage process offers a significant difference to the 

manual rubbing method typically used in frottage 

to produce flat graphic textures. Blu-Tack manual 

rubbing (Figure 4) and Blu-Tack digital rubbing 

(Figure 5) comparatively demonstrate the results of 

a manual and optical light rubbing of the same Blu-

Tack surface. The digital frottage process expands 

from manual frottage rubbings by electronically 

recording photographic-like rubbings of curvilinear and 

amorphous three-dimensional forms in two dimensions 

before the disappearance of the object as it recedes 

in the shallow depth of field. The manual rubbing 

provides no discernible likeness of the clump of Blu-

9

Figure 5 Justin Garnsworthy, Detail, 
Blu-Tack Digital Rubbing, 2018, 
Scanned Documentation.

Figure 4 Justin Garnsworthy, Detail, 
Blu-Tack Manual Rubbing, 2018, 
Scanned Documentation.
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Tack. The graphite pencil also perforates the paper’s surface in trying to extract a mark 

from a cavity. The optical light rubbing highlights both the mechanical arm’s capturing 

prowess, how its transformative operating system can create depth and esoteric imagery 

through disruption at the surface of the flatbed. Depth enters into the picture plane, 

providing a tunneling effect, in particular, when a black background is positioned 

behind the scanned blobs and tensile Blu-Tack. The scanned Blu-Tack dissolves into 

shadow and darkness, receding from the viewer to create this illusion of depth in a 

compressed image. 

The digital frottage and photogram share similar aesthetic characteristics even though 

they are distinctly different processes. A photogram is a direct exposure of light to the 

final photosensitive image surface, forming a negative shadow print of an object. The 

digital frottage, in contrast, is an actual recording of the object from a linear moving 

tracking light source. These two processes that use light and light in motion optics 

share a significant similarity, aligned to drawing rather than traditional lens-based 

photography.

To further support this distinction between the drawing technique of digital frottage 

and lens-based photography, I draw on Roland Barthes who indicates photography 

is “a message without a code while a drawing is a ‘coded message”’ (Barthes 1977, 

17).  In the digital frottage process, the scanner recreates the seen reality of Blu-Tack 

compressed against the glass substrate like in photography. However, the scan is 

incorporated into a series of steps and actions forming the coded message configured 

through thinking in a drawing. 

The first step of the digital frottage process is that I create a low relief drawing 

with Blu-Tack. I use techniques in drawings’ vocabulary by the actions of drag 

and drop, smearing Blu-Tack to form blobs and various nomadic lines at the 

flatbed surface.
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Secondly, the linear movement of a mechanical, optical light rub records the self-created 

low relief drawing of Blu-Tack advancing the physical manual rub. The optical light module 

comprises a linear array of solid-state detectors that are butted side-to-side on an optical 

tracking arm. Metaphorically, the tracking arm is like a series of pencil heads moving 

together down the length of the page. In a single direction of movement, the tracking light 

rod line captures, stores, and amplifies information before stepping to the next stage.

The third stage of the process is to use Photoshop to cut and combine digital images to 

form montages. It is interesting to note that cutting with scissors is a form of drawing 

because the linear cutouts act as lines. Rose (1976, 11)

These three steps of my process build a defence for the argument that my method is 

thought of as drawing practice rather than photography. The digital tools used in my 

practice extend from an initial idea to completed artworks using a dual principle of 

drawing as a medium of intellectual speculation of material misuse, accidents and 

procedural experiments and individual expression with material Blu-Tack and its mixing 

with technology.

For aesthetic effect, and a more in-depth investigation of esoteric effects that can be attained 

in transformation, I place a variety of backdrops over low-relief Blu-Tack or shine a light 

directly over the scanner to eliminate background effects in the scan. This isolates the Blu-

Tack from distracting elements and enhances the three-dimensional effect in the flattened 

two-dimensional scan. I then select ‘scan’ in the program titled “Image Capture” to activate 

the moving tracking light of the scanner. Scanning is a blind process, where the tracking 

light under the glass substrate of the scanner reads the compressed Blu-Tack facing the glass. 

Despite assumptions about what the resultant image will look like, there is an element of 

chance, which adds mystery to the process of merging object with technology. I then use 

Photoshop—not in the sense of post-production but in an intuitive manner—to stitch and 

layer fragments from iterations of Blu-Tack scans to form frottage drawings. 
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In the catalogue titled Max Ernst: A Retrospective that accompanied the retrospective of 

Max Ernst (1891–1976) at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in 2005, Ernst declares that the 

frottage process is “of a cause-and-effect relationship between material and mark” (Ernst 

2005, 100).  My digital expansion of this process explores this relationship of cause-and-

effect in both movement and action through technology use and manipulation of Blu-Tack. 

The activity of movement and action are critical descriptors of drawing for open-ended 

exploration. The digital process also explores the modes and methods of drawing that 

connect to performative machine-generated acts. The performative is carried out through a 

process of continual manipulation at the glass surface of Blu-Tack after each mechanised rub 

to form varied iterations. In an interview with American contemporary art curator and critic 

Catherine de Zegher, Jean Fischer (a UK-based art critic and writer) and Avis Newman (an 

English artist) discuss how movement and action are essential descriptors of drawing.

Fischer explains:

 The movement of drawing, the instant of art, is a mobilisation of the creative will,  
 of a vision that transforms material as it abolishes the subject-object distinction and  
 opens the self to the possibility of otherness. Insofar as it is capable of generating a  
 new perception of the world and a reinvention of both language and the subject, the  
 instant of art has potentially a profoundly ethical dimension.  
 (cited in de Zegher 2003, 217–230)

Newman explains:

 I have always understood drawing to be, in essence, the materialisation of a   
 continually mutable process, the movements, rhythms, and partially comprehended  
 ruminations of the mind: the operations of thought. (cited in de Zegher 2003, 67)

The process-oriented nature of digital media aligns with traditional notions of 

drawing; however, when connection is made to digital frottage, drawing is expanded. 

The digital extension of the drawing process of frottage proposed in this research 

positions the technique in a contemporary context to explore multiple dimensions 

evolving beyond the basic elements of drawing. English artist, curator and writer 

Deanna Petherbridge recognised two issues arising out of drawing in the twenty-first 

century:
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 In the field of drawing, there seem to me to be two issues in the early twenty-first   
 century that are particularly significant. One has to do with the impact on drawing  
 of digital technology and time-based practices, which has resulted in the burgeoning  
 of animation and many new sources, resources, and markets for popular forms   
 of commercial graphic imagery and its incorporation into drawing and painting.  
 The second is concerned with a major shift in the relationship of drawing to other  
 aspects of artistic endeavour, which have expanded to become what I call multi   
 practice, as artists tackle any number of different media and ways of working with  
 far more freedom than in earlier days. In many ways, these two issues, which will   
 have a radical impact on the future of drawing and its study, are linked.  
 (Petherbridge 2010, 412) 

The “multi-practice” in drawing that Petherbridge discusses in expanding the discipline 

of drawing is related to my research. My artistic endeavours of a multi-practice in the 

development of digital frottage compositions is advanced with unpredictability and 

random intervention for chance effects and the development of esoteric knowledge. In 

the book You’ll Never Know: Drawing and the Random Interference, Henry Krokatis and 

Jeni Walwin (2006) convey how in contemporary drawing, artists are using many forms of 

everyday implements to create drawings. They state:

 The artist has a precise and carefully articulated reason for adopting these processes,  
 but their real interest in using them is their attraction to the unknown, their potential  
 for submitting to the unexpected, and to abandoning themselves in some small way to  
 an experience beyond their control. (Krokatis and Walwin 2006, 34) 

My use of Blu-Tack and the flatbed scanner exemplifies the advances in drawing 

discussed by Petherbridge, Krokatis and Walwin in the pursuit of the esoteric through the 

methods of an alchemic process of frottage in its expansion with the digital. Through my 

practice-led research, I aim to continue the legacy of Ernst who declared his art “reflects a 

world of constant change” (Ernst 2005, 102)

.

1.1 Frottage – Its Historical Context

Surrealist artist Max Ernst developed frottage in 1925 after a chance observation 

inspired him. He describes his experience as follows:
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 On the tenth of August, 1925 . . . [finding] myself one rainy evening in a seaside  
 inn, I was “stuck by” the obsession that showed to my excited gaze the floor-  
 boards upon which a thousand scrubbings had deepened the grooves… I made  
 from the boards a series of drawings by placing on them, at random, sheets of paper  
 which I undertook to rub with black lead. (cited in Warlick 2001, 84)

Ernst goes on to explain how the patterns of his rubbing (or frottage) revealed on the 

surface of the paper captured his imagination:

 I was surprised by the sudden intensification of my visionary capacities and by  
 the hallucinatory succession of contradictory images superimposed, one upon the  
 other, with the persistence and rapidity characteristic of amorous memories. My  
 curiosity awakened and astonished, I began to experiment indifferently and to  
 question, utilizing the same means, all sorts of materials to be found in my visual  
 field: leaves and their veins, the ragged edges of a bit of linen, the brushstrokes of  
 a modern” painting, the unwound thread from a spool, etc.  
 (cited in Warlick 2001, 84)

This idea of experimenting indifferently with objects for textures and visionary 

imagery is analysed and progressed further in the following chapter. Frottage is a 

process of automatism and is valued by artists for uncovering hidden aspects of 

objects and explores what lies beyond the confines of the visible world. Automatism 

operates within frottage to create readings of immediacy and spontaneity from 

linear rubbings on paper of various intensities performed without conscious 

control over an object or texture. The artist takes rubbings from textured surfaces 

and mixes them at random for poetic visions to emerge. Images, thoughts, and 

memories hidden in the unconscious can be revealed through the exploration of free 

associations in merging rubbings, making the unconscious visible.  (Solomon 2002, 

11). Ernst delved into these personal domains and announced:

 It is well known that every normal person (and not only the ‘artist’) carries   
 in his subconscious an inexhaustive supply of buried pictures and it is a matter of   
 courage or of liberating methods (such as automatic ‘writing’) to bring to light from  
 expeditions into the unconscious unforged (uncoloured by control) objects (picture)…  
 (cited in Lippard 1970, 134)
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In Reinventing the Medium, art historian Rosalind Krauss celebrates and writes about artists 

who have used commercial technology to create incongruous images. She believes that 

automatism “may be writing, but it is not representation. It is immediate to experience, 

untainted by the distance and exteriority of signs” (Krauss 1985, 97). The purpose of 

Surrealist visual techniques was to open a window onto the “marvellous that lies concealed 

behind the every day” (Short 1980, 83). Ernst points out that automatism is a “vital need of 

the intellect to liberate itself from the illusionary and boring paradise of unchanging memory 

and to explore a new and incomparably wider field of experience” (quoted in Spies and 

Gabriel 1991, 221).

Frottage transforms the materiality of a physical object—its three-dimensional presence—

into a two-dimensional plane, which effectively dematerialises it. It captures a visual 

impression of the physical world without drawing it in a conventional sense. Flat silhouettes 

and linear detail are revealed in rubbings with little spatial depth. In the book Apparitions: 

Frottages and Rubbings from 1860 to Now, Allegra Pesenti says:

 Rubbings belong to the indefinable status of ‘in between’. Embodying the   
 transformation that occurs in the transfer from surface to surface. A metamorphosis  
 of the rubbed object may arise in that process as well as a revelation of previously  
 unrecognised traces and textures (Pesenti 2015, 23).

Ernst’s frottage drawing technique explored and exposed the ambiguity and potentials 

hidden within the visible and mundane world (Spies 1991, 220). In expanding fragments 

into images of wonder, he defied straightforward interpretation. He consciously applied the 

uncertainty factor and entropy to standardised, unambiguous material (Spies 1991, 220). 

It is in this aspect of Ernst’s frottage process—the transformation or metamorphosis from 

one state to another—that one can draw a parallel with alchemy. Ernst’s rubbings were 

the product of deliberate action, serendipity, and chance, and, like alchemy, they were the 

unexpected outcome of a spontaneous reaction between two or more disparate elements. 

These rubbings reinforce the alchemy comparison, a sensitive awareness of the potential 

for change, and a fierce desire to move beyond what is immediately apparent (Warlick 

2001, 134). Alchemy in Ernst’s frottage artworks shifted the mundane to the sublime by 
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elevating quotidian materials to works of art. This heightened process is reflected in a quote 

by French graphic artist Georges Hugnet, who also figured in Surrealism. He observes, 

“Ernst’s collages have no other ambition and no other aim than to create a magic world on 

the threshold of the mundane and to reinvest a dim and disillusioned reality with fire and 

mystery” (quoted in Spies 1991, 16). Moreover, as Marjorie Elizabeth Warlick comments, 

“For Ernst, alchemy provided a metaphor, and more than a purely poetic one, for the creative 

process and for the self-revelation that came from making art” (2001, 135).

Ernst developed two series of frottage works; the first was Historie Naturelle (Natural 

History), produced in 1925, and the second was ‘Loplop’, produced in 1930. The ‘Natural 

History’ series comprised rubbings taken from natural objects. These natural object rubbings 

created ambiguous silhouette textures obscuring content and origin (Spies 1991, 46). 

L’évadé 1926 (Figure 6) is an example of one work from this series, which emerged from 

chance methods but conveys the rigour of scientific illustration. The image looks like a 

hybrid of a bird and a fish and raises ideas of futuristic biologies and alien otherness beyond 

our world.

The ‘Loplop’ series deviates substantially from that of the ‘Natural History’ series. In 

the Loplop frottages, Ernst included rubbings of embossed postcards and book covers, 

organising the textures for illustrations and suggesting a bizarre human/birdlike creature 

that explored his alter ego. Ernst’s human/bird hybrids were conflated from confused 

childhood memories. As a child, Ernst thought he had 

hatched from an egg his mother laid after his pet pink 

cockatoo died on the same day his sister was born. 

Loplop translates to “superior bird” and became the 

graphical manifestations of his unconscious confusion 

and grief. In his Loplop frottage series, variations in 

appearance arose from rubbings being slightly out of 

focus to stronger and more sharply defined recordings. 

Figure 6 Max Ernst, L’évadé  
(The Fugitive), c. 1925, published 1926, 
Frottage, 25.7.5cm x 42.3cm 
Sourced from Gaston Diehl, 1975.  
Max Ernst, (Naefels: Bonfini Press  
Corporation), 23.

Image removed due to copyright



The sharper recordings were a result of the embossed 

surfaces being raised high, giving better definition 

and depth to an image for rubbing. The frottage 

artwork from the ‘Loplop’ series Death Is Something 

Like Cousin Cynthia 1931 (Figure 7) demonstrates an 

industrialised graphic apparition that emerges from 

taking a rubbing from a fabricated embossing of a 

contour line of a young girl on the tin. The figure is 

identified in a field of chaotic textures that illustrates 

the Surrealist tale of Mr Knife, Miss Fork, from the 

first chapter of René Crevel’s Babylone (1927) of a 

girl who retreats into a fantasy world after her father’s 

infidelities (Burnett 2016, 45). Ernst’s imagery “… 

renders the mental imagery belonging to a child 

whose dreams creatively anthropomorphise inanimate 

household objects and narrativise their relationships” 

(2016, 45). In this particular illustration, the detail 

shown in Figure 8 demonstrates the type of textures 

that I look to emphasise in my frottage compositions 

rather than use them as a supporting background.

Through this investigation into Ernst’s frottage 

process, it seems there are two critical stages 

in the development of composing a frottage. 

The first is the production of forming marks in 

an alternative use of everyday objects found in 

one’s immediate environment using chance and 

an attention to the basic structures and properties 

of these objects. The second stage is forming 

a projection from the initial stimulus of mark 

Figure 7 Max Ernst, Death is something 
like Cousin Cynthia, 1931, Frottage,  
17.5 x 11.1cm 
Sourced from Werner Spies and Max Ernst 
and John William Gabriel, Max Ernst  
Collages: The Invention of the Surrealist  
Universe (New York, Abrams, 1991). 113.

Figure 8 Max Ernst, Detail, Death is some-
thing like Cousin Cynthia, 1931.
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making to generate a higher form; that is, an artwork. The projection occurs through 

an imaginative undertaking by recomposing through cutting and collage, which 

shapes character into the artwork.

These critical stages of the frottage processes are analogous to that of the transformative 

aspects of alchemy. Stage one experiments with the physical element of alchemy, 

decomposing transforming objects into flattened territories. Decomposing is the initial 

stage of alchemy, where the potentiality of base matter is experimented with; in this 

particular case, through rubbings. Decomposing reveals the hidden potentials beneath 

the material through the action of forces that question the stable form. Active forces are 

required to break down the substance to obtain a material’s base matter. This process has 

parallels with Georges Bataille’s (1897–1962) concept of the formless.

Bataille described the formless as “all that is without form: what it designates 

has no rights in any sense and gets itself squashed everywhere, like a spider or an 

earthworm” (Bataille 1985, 31). Blu-Tack takes a definite symmetrical form when 

produced for consumerism, presented in long strips at 20cm in length x 2cm in width 

and 2mm in thickness (Figure 9). When I compress clumps and blobs of manipulated 

Blu-Tack up against substrate, the material becomes squashed and altered in form due 

to the presence of forces (Figure 10). The formless alteration of Blu-Tack is advanced 

again by transforming and compressing material into digital code. This formlessness 

demonstrates changeability and deformation that both “motivates and threatens the 

creation of forms” (Sauvagnargues 2013, 59). Bataille’s formlessness communicates 

the possibility of matter as difference and a tool for creativity.

Stage two reflects the psychological and spiritual components of alchemy that are 

achieved by letting go of rational thoughts of the mind, amplifying curiosity and 

speculation to visualise hidden potentials in materials. A method of construction, montage 

is employed to add new value to decomposed Blu-Tack. Visionary montage compositions 
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are created through recomposing. Recomposing is constructed through cutting and editing 

the digitally coded optic light rubbings of Blu-Tack.

In subsequent chapters, I discuss the indifferent use of objects in the context of alchemy 

and frottage, examine the work of contemporary artists who have expanded frottage 

practices, and outline my unique contribution to its methods by introducing the use 

of technology. This research builds towards Chapter 3, where I focus on my studio 

process and outcomes staged in the physical elements of alchemy, decomposing and 

recomposing.

Figure 9, Supplied image from Bostik, Blu-Tack run 
through manufacturing process and streamlined into 

strips for consumerism, 2012. 

Figure 10, Justin Garnsworthy, Clump of Blu-Tack stuck 
and compressed onto glass substrate of flatbed scanner 

2014, Photograph Documentation.
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Chapter 2: Material Misuse and Alchemy

The previous chapter examined Max Ernst’s frottage artworks for which he experimented 

with random objects in a process I term as “misuse”. Ernst experimented indiscriminately 

with rubbings of objects in his visual field. Objects such as leaves and wood are examples of 

materials transformed into graphic textures and linear marks to then be assembled to create 

fantastical visions. From this understanding, Ernst approached materials in different ways 

shifting their familiar context.

The practices of alchemy have also historically misused materials in the pursuit of 

knowledge—in particular, speculative mysteries—transforming base metals such as lead 

into gold. Transforming mundane materials into the precious kept the practices of alchemy 

thriving (Dupre, Kerssenbrock-Krosigk, and Wismer 2014, 27). The Ancient Egyptians 

attempted to make gold by painting the surface of lead with egg yolk and “[worked] 

with artificial materials that served as substitutes for those that are more costly and rare” 

(Hornung 2001, 36).

Contemporary artists such as Australian Ian Howard and American Matt Mullican have 

extended this misuse of objects in the formation of frottage-like rubbings, championing 

their ongoing contribution to contemporary drawing practice. These particular extensions in 

frottage are seen in rubbings from large archaeological artefacts and self-reflective symbolic 

images from the re-interpreted use of everyday materials. Both Howard and Mullican have 

adopted frottage as their own, using it in ways both different from each other and from the 

way Ernst used it.

Howard is a Professor at the University of New South Wales. He creates large frottage 

drawings, sometimes as installations. The immediacy of frottage is essential to Howard, as 

is the site of the work. These large frottages reflect on the relationships between military 

and civilian populations. Mullican is a Professor at the Hochschule für bildende Künste 
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Hamburg who creates relief surfaces from which to take rubbings. Over a span of thirty 

years, he has exhibited at museums such as the Museum of Modern Art in New York (1989), 

MoMA PS1 in New York (1997), and the Kunstmuseum Winterthur in Switzerland (2016).

Howard makes life-sized crayon rubbings over artefacts such as tanks, aircrafts, and 

nuclear warheads on large rolls of paper, obtaining an impression that is presented as 

large installation drawings. Enola Gay Boeing B-29 Fortress Bomber 1995 (Figure 11) 

demonstrates the impressive size of artefact that Howard creates a rubbing from. This 

process exposes hidden cracks and defects that often go unnoticed. Howard established that 

the technique of rubbing could be used decisively as a means for communicating the visual 

reality of artefacts used in war. It highlights something from an experience that ‘under other 

conditions’ may be hidden to the viewer. 

The grand scale of the paper or canvas rubbings of war artefacts presented in the gallery 

confronts the viewer with the real size and destructive potential of a machine of war, forcing 

the viewer “to step willingly or otherwise 

into his contemporary world” (Fan 1999, 

24). Howard’s rubbings have advanced 

historical frottage by the sheer scale of 

his drawings to form installation artworks 

that are physical performances, manually 

maneuvering around huge sculptural 

artefacts to accept rubbings. Howard 

speaks of how this performance act of 

making rubbings creates contagious 

energy that extracts the essence of the 

artefact, leaving an impression from 

within the contemporary landscape 

(Howard 1989). Howard’s “rubbings” 

Figure 11 Ian Howard, Enola Gay Boeing B-29  
Superfortress bomber Site Work: Marylands, Virginia, 
1995. Sourced from Ian Howard. 1997. Foreign Bodies, Ian 
Howard: Survey Exhibition 1967-1997. (Canberra: Drill Hall 
Gallery, A.N.U.) 17. 

Image removed due to copyright
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however are not used to achieve the same outcomes as those of Ernst. Howard’s frottage 

artworks furnish evidence in the rubbing documentation of war artefacts rather than being 

used as a device to create fantastical imagery. However, they still employ the methods 

of alchemy in the transformation from a three-dimensional artefact to a two-dimensional 

artwork to create new work of significance.

Mullican’s rubbing technique forms imaginary charts and symbolic signs of his 

“modelled concept of the world” (Schwarz 2016, 9). Unlike Ernst and Howard, 

Mullican does not use existing objects to make his rubbings; instead, he develops his 

textured surfaces with cutting, glueing and making incisions into materials intended 

for packaging and building construction. He was influenced by a visit to a museum 

where he came across “a Chinese stone with incised characters and, next to it, a rubbing 

taken from the same stone” (Schwarz 2016, 11). These rubbings have been estimated to 

have been practised in China for illusory reality effects in the arts from the early sixth 

century (Hung 1994, 51). The production process was to lay the paper on a carved stone 

and make impressions on the paper by rubbing. Like Ernst and Howard, Mullican’s 

method mimics alchemy in its “transposition of one thing into another” (Schwarz 2016, 

9). He uses a blade to trace and incise a drawing into cardboard or Medium Density 

Fiberboard (MDF), producing sharp lines that are adequate for a rubbing (Schwarz 

2016, 12). Mullican then takes the impression by rubbing an oil stick on canvas laid 

over the incised surface. Untitled (Cosmology over Death) 1984 (Figure 12) illustrates 

Mullican’s frottage technique. In this work, we can see a rubbing constructed by cutting 

out his graphic symbolic shapes with incisions, in particular, the circular symbol centred 

at the top of the artwork.

My practice shares similarities to Mullican in that, in the first instance, I create my relief 

surface with a material. While his materials are rigid, I explore ways to manipulate the 

viscous material Blu-Tack. Technology is then experimented differently with from its 

intended use in a transformative mutation process for chance effects of unpredictability in 
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the captured manipulation of compressed and 

tensile Blu-Tack, a foreign object to the flatbed. 

My primary research material is Blu-Tack as a 

physical substance, where the flatbed scanner 

operates as rubbing tool and substrate.

2.1    Blu-Tack as Physical Object

Blu-Tack is a viscous material invented in the 

late twentieth century and is linked inextricably 

to petrochemical processes. Blu-Tack is a 

material that spews out of the chemical industry 

machine, already finished. Its artificial properties 

can be viewed as grotesque, horrific and toxic, 

with its gradual spread into the environment often found on street/interior walls and 

signposts. The oily synthetic properties of Blu-Tack can leach out into the environment, 

accumulating with other plastics. Bostick’s refusal to publicly disclose the ingredients 

in Blu-Tack also elevates the suspicion and disdain held for this material. Mineral oils 

and fillers of metallic origin mixed with polymers are thought to exist in Blu-Tack. To 

justify my lavish attention and interest to explore Blu-Tack for artistic experimentation 

I continually re-use and acquire discarded blobs of Blu-Tack found within the city 

environment to prevent litter and assist limiting the impact of its spread. 

Blu-Tack is an ideal alternative to drawing pins and sticky tape because it can 

be removed entirely without taking off paint or leaving a mark. Blu-Tack, when 

packaged, has a definite symmetrical form that is cut and presented in strips for 

consumerism. However, Blu-Tack is quickly deformed when used for adhering an 

object to a surface, often rolled into a blob. It can be used for many applications and 

Figure 12 Matt Mullican, Untitled (Cosmology 
over Death), Frottage, 1984, 183 x 122 cm
Sourced from Dieter Schwarz. 2016. Mullican 
Rubbings Catalogue 1984-2016, (Zurich: JPR-
Ringler), 55. 

Image removed due to copyright
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can appear in the most peculiar places such as emerging from underneath desks and 

lurking in unexpected areas (Figures 13 to 16).

Although Blu-Tack’s ingredients are classified, it could be regarded as possessing properties 

associated with both plastic and rubber. In his essay, “Plastic”, Roland Barthes describes 

plastic as follows:

 A disgraced material lost between the effusiveness of rubber and the flat hardness   
 of metal; . . . [plastic] keeps a flocculent appearance, something opaque, creamy and  
 curdled, something powerless ever to achieve the triumphant smoothness of Nature 
 . . . [the] whole world can be plasticized. (Barthes 1972, 97–99)

It was the effusiveness of Blu-Tack that first attracted me to it as a sculptural material 

to be manipulated. When one handles Blu-Tack, touch from tactile contact is stimulated 

from the vitality and latency that exist in its physical properties.

From Left to Right

Figure 13 Justin Garnsworthy,  
Everyday Blu-Tack blob stuck on window ledge at  
Jugglers Art Space, 2016, Photograph Documentation. 

Figure 14 Justin Garnsworthy,  
Blu-Tack stuck on edge of table top at Jugglers Art Space, 
2016, Photograph Documentation.

Figure 15 Justin Garnsworthy, Blu-Tack stuck on  
panelling at Jugglers Art Space, 2016, Photograph  
Documentation.

Figure 16 Justin Garnsworthy, Key embedded in blob 
of Blu-Tack at Jugglers Art Space, 2016, Photograph 
Documentation.
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The scientific imagination is found in the chemical engineering of transforming Blu-

Tacks’ patented and protected industrial secrecy; that it is based in the separation, 

recombination, and plasticity of material suggests the art of alchemy. Barthes continues 

to explain that plastic has, in essence, the qualities of alchemy:

 More than a substance, plastic is the very idea of its infinite transformation; as its   
 everyday name indicates, it is ubiquity made visible. And it is this, in fact, which   
 makes it a miraculous substance: a miracle is always a sudden transformation of   
 nature. Plastic remains impregnated throughout with this wonder: it is less a thing   
 than the trace of movement. (1972, 97–99)

Regarding Barthes’s observations, what is exciting about Blu-Tack is that it is a 

dynamic material, a memory plastic that can trace movement, be transformative in 

its malleability, and is reusable. It can be smashed and recycled and does not harden 

or become brittle. These traits suggest that it is impregnated with wonder and has the 

potential for creative exploration in its misuse. In my work, Blu-Tack’s tensile qualities 

are the vehicles that explore the tensions between freedom and control. It presents an 

image of the process that “forms something immediate and coherent while remaining 

open” (Taylor 2006, 21).

The force-stiffness and force-elongation relationships determine the length and weight 

of line when Blu-Tack stretches, yields, and breaks. If the momentum in the stretch is 

fast, the material snaps quickly, while a more controlled, slower pulling allows for a 

greater length of the line. The extended, stretched-out Blu-Tack eventually collapses 

when the forces of gravity take hold. Figure 17 and 18 shows how I use physical force 

to explore Blu-Tack’s properties. Amorphous, Blu-Tack possesses a combination of 

viscous and tensile properties that will deform when physical pressures and increased 

temperatures are applied. It has inelastic movement behaviours that will not return to 

its original form when manipulated with. The physical characterisations of Blu-Tack 

have been speculated on regarding its compound making, but it is its tensile properties 

and capability of being drawn out or stretched in drawing that ignites my research 

interest.
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Blu-Tack’s viscosity allows it to subsume detritus through its handling and 

squashing up of material against a surface. In the deforming process, fragments of 

foreign matter emerge in stretching out the Tack revealing the trapped histories and 

memories of Blu-Tack’s travels. The detritus trapped in the Tack acts as layers or 

strata of memory and history, like fossils trapped in rock or fingerprints impressed 

into clay. Over the course of my candidature, I have transported clumps of Blu-

Tack abroad passing through tightened security checks to Japan, USA, and Europe. 

Physical histories from these travels have entered into Blu-Tack by my dragging 

of the material on foreign land streets, smearing it on internal windows in hotels 

visited, sticking it to city building facades, and pressing it into raised and indented 

surfaces at street level. Blu-Tack’s 

contact with these surfaces embeds 

foreign material, which remains after 

a physical separation process. Figures 

19 to 22 are examples of Blu-Tack 

on my travels to Los Angeles and 

Tokyo. Foreign material attached and 

assimilated into Blu-Tack builds new 

content into its history. Continually 

introducing detritus and dust into 

Blu-Tack creates a sculptural montage 

by disrupting the cohesiveness of 

material. This disruption of Blu-Tack 

furthers esoteric readings and visual 

stimulus when revealed through 

printed frottage artworks.

Twentieth-century artist Joseph Beuys 

and contemporary artist Matthew Barney 

Figure 17 (Top) Justin Garnsworthy, Tensile Qualities of  
Blu-Tack, 2014, Photograph Documentation. 

Figure 18 Justin Garnsworthy, Prising open clump of  
Blu-Tack, 2014, Photograph Documentation. 
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are exemplars who misuse humble everyday objects in the pursuit of mystery and 

intrigue in unconventional art practice. These artists also share a commonality to my 

practices in the use of greasy, rubber-like substances, with Beuys engaging with lumps 

of natural animal fat and Barney using lubricating petroleum jelly. Both these artists use 

alchemy in their practices by studying changes in their inherently unstable materials. 

They operate on the threshold of controlling and not controlling these materials; 

however, not always knowing how these materials will behave is part of their appeal, 

such as liquid oozing out from a collapsed sculpture. 

Beuys was driven by his experience with fat, a material that is fluid, can be melted, spread 

Top Left to Bottom Right

Figure 19 Justin Garnsworthy,  
Blu-Tack impresssed onto a grate in Tokyo, 2014,  
Photograph Documentation. 

Figure 20 Justin Garnsworthy,  
Blu-Tack Smeared on window, Japan,  
2014, Photograph Documentation. 

Figure 21 Justin Garnsworthy,  
Blu-Tack Smeared on Clear Film, Venice Beach,  
Los Angeles, 2015, Photograph Documentation.

Figure 22 Justin Garnsworthy, Clump of Blu-Tack 
Squashed to Pavement, Shinjuku, Tokyo, 2014,  
Photograph Documentation. 
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out, and moulded into a shape that stimulates new responses. Variation in heat applied to 

fats can alter the material’s properties, transforming it from solid to liquid form. The use of 

a common material such as fat for Beuys was seen as an ancient and transformative spiritual 

practice, which was likened to an act of  “shamanism” (Mesch 2017, 88). Beuys wanted to 

heal society in the aftermath of World War II in which the moulding is a metaphor for the 

reshaping of society (Szulakowska 2011, 71). An epigraph written by Beuys suggests his 

association to alchemic practices:

 To stress the idea of transformation and of substance. This is precisely what the   
 shaman does in order to bring about change and development: his nature is   
 therapeutic. (cited in O’Sullivan 1993, 28)

The assemblage Fat Chair 1964 (Figure 23) is an example of Beuys’s use of the material fat; 

it is wedged and angled between seat and back. The fat recalls melted human flesh used from 

the death camps of World War II (Ray 2001, 63). 

Matthew Barney shares similar affinities to Beuys in his metaphoric use of materials. Barney 

uses pliable lubricant petroleum jelly as a prime ingredient in the shaping of his strange and 

alluring visual world “to create new and evocative forms of abstraction” (Spector 2006, 32). 

Petroleum jelly is an unpredictable viscous medium and “is shown in three physical states: 

when heated, it is liquid and chaotic; at room temperature, it is ordered and balanced; when 

refrigerated, it becomes crystalline and intellectual” (Spector 2006, 138). An example of 

Barney’s use of petroleum jelly is viewed in artwork Drawing Restraint 13: The Instrument 

of Surrender 2016 (Figure 24).

Like Beuys and Barney, I introduced a different set of procedures for everyday material to 

form artworks. The use of Blu-Tack for the creation of artworks can be viewed as absurd. It 

is typically used to stick, position, and hold a sheet of paper or card to a wall. In the history 

of art, there has been a use of malleable plastic/rubber materials such as clay, plasticine, 

silicon and kneadable rubbers. While the kneadable rubber is most like Blu-Tack in its 

pliability, it generally functions as an eraser to rub out charcoal or graphite particles in 
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drawing. Traditionally it was made from the sap of a tree that was converted into natural 

rubber. However, Blu-Tack is a synthetic chemical rubber formed by different polymers. 

Blu-Tack can slide against a surface in its fluidity, yet its materiality is the source of its 

unreliability. 

2.2    The Flatbed Scanner as a Drawing Instrument for Rubbing and as a Substrate

In Chapter 1, I introduced the flatbed scanner as a stylus for rubbing and as a substrate. In 

my practice the flatbed is explored for its potentials to obscure captured imagery, creating 

superimpositions, ghost-like effects, and distortions. These can be achieved, for example, 

when playing with the shallow depth of field, moving objects across the tracking light, and 

emitting variations of light under the lid of the scanner. The scanner is used not only as a 

capturing device but also as a tool for a multiplicity of creative visual manifestations. Figures 

25 to 31 are examples of Blu-Tack transformations. The scan reads the material, action, and 

picture all at once. The esoteric effects achieved in the material’s metamorphosis into the 

digital space are reminiscent of those found in the modern practices of artists Bruno Munari 

(1907–98) and Lucas Samaras (1936–).

In the 1960s, Munari explored the artistic possibilities of the photocopier, creating 

Figure 23 Left: Joseph Beuys, Fat Chair, 1964, Wooden Chair, fat and wire
Sourced from David Thistlewood. 1995. Joseph Beuys: Diverging Critiques, (Liverpool: Tate Gallery), Cover.

Figure 24 Matthew Barney, Drawing Restraint 13: The Instrument of Surrender, 2006,  Cast petroleum jelly,  
cast polycaprolactone thermoplastic, self-lubricating plastic, and black sand, Dimensions 91.4 x 1074.4 x 462.3 cm
Sourced from https://www.cremasterfanatic.com/Pics/Exhibition%20Pics/Gladstone06.html

Image removed due to copyright Image removed due to copyright
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FROM TOP LEFT TO BOTTOM 
RIGHT
 
Figure 25 Justin Garnsworthy, 
Blu-Tack scan with black card in  
background, 2017. 

Figure 26 Justin Garnsworthy,  
Blu-Tack dragged on substrate 
with bright light projected at 
flatbed, 2017.

Figure 27 Justin Garnsworthy,  
Blu-Tack dragged at substrate  
with print of Blu-Tack in  
background, 2017.

Figure 28 Justin Garnsworthy,  
Scan of Blu-Tack on layered 
transparent surfaces set above 
substrate and compressed, 2017.

Figure 29 Justin Garnsworthy, 
Scan of Blu-Tack striations 
compressed on flatbed with 
aluminuim foil in background, 
2017.

Figure 30 Justin Garnsworthy,  
Scan of Blu-Tack dragged across 
flatbed substrate with blackcard in 
background, 2017.

Figure 31 Justin Garnsworthy, 
Scan of Blu-Tack striations  
compressed in transparent layers, 
2017.
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images by moving “objects as they were being copied 

to produce unusual effects” (Munari 2008, 106). In 

the production of the artwork Untitled 1969 (Figure 

32), Munari achieved remarkable results by making 

use of textures and moiré effects in what he described 

as drawing with surfaces instead of with lines 

(Munari 2008, 106). Munari would use a whole image 

place faced down on the photocopier and proceed to 

move it in different directions and at varied speeds 

on the glass substrate as the tracking light of the 

photocopier travelled along the length of the copier. 

The time for the tracking light to scan across the 

screen was five seconds. These variations of speed 

and direction in the five seconds were echoed in print out through visible distortions 

to the image.

The flatbed scanner is a more recent technology than the photocopier. In many offices today, 

the copier doubles up as a digital scanner where scans can be stored on a digital memory 

stick inserted into the photocopier.

Munari explains: 

Artists ought to take an interest in machines . . . They should start to learn about mechanical 
anatomy, mechanical language, to understand the nature of machines, to strain them by 
making them function in an irregular fashion to create works of art. (2008, 34) 

I agree with Munari’s position on artists and machines, that if we understand the 

capabilities and the anatomy of technologies, then as artists we can misuse their 

regular function for artistic outcomes. Like Munari’s photocopier, the flatbed scanner 

can be misused to produce glitches and ghost-like effects in the images I create.

The distortions I make to the Blu-Tack material before the scanning eye has tracked across 

Figure 32 Bruno Munari, Untitled, 
1969,  Original Xerograph
Sourced from Bruno Munari. 2008. 
Original  Xerographies, (Milan: 
Edizioni Corraini) 43. 

Image removed due to copyright
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the substrate also share similarities with Samaras’s photographic transformations in which 

he manipulates the plasticity beneath the surface of the Polaroid print before the fluidity of 

colour dyes is developed. Examples of this are seen in November 3, 1973 1973 (Figure 33) 

and June 11, 1974 1974 (Figure 34). Typically, a Polaroid camera ejects a photographic plate 

soon after exposure, following which an image slowly develops through a chemical reaction. 

Régis Durand explains the process that Samaras explores in his work as follows:

 The picture plane has a real and virtual plane, and this is where Samaras    
 examines by pushing and pressing into the emulsion transforming imagery into   
 a kind of improvisational theatre of painterly expression. Samaras describes his   
 photo transformations: “it allows to manipulate the very texture of the image as   
 though from the interior, erasing it, grinding it up, crushing it, piercing it like a sack  
 of beans, like a body whose guts can be slashed open and prodded at will.”  
 (1997, 23)

The physical material Blu-Tack can be pushed and manipulated on the substrate before 

dissolving into digital media which is a similar action to the manipulation of emulsion 

Samaras explores in his Polaroid prints. The dissolved physical material of Blu-Tack 

enables it to be woven across different digital media—in particular, Photoshop and the use 

of printers—formalising artworks for exhibition display, which is discussed in the alchemic 

stage of recomposing in Chapter 3.

Figure 33 Lucas Samaras, November 3, 1973, SX Polaroid, 7.5 x 7.5cm 
Sourced from Regis  Durand. 1997. Lucas Samaras: Photo-Transformations 1973-1976, (Paris: Galerie Xippas) 137. 

Figure 34 Lucas Samaras, June 11, 1974, SX Polaroid, 7.5 x 7.5cm 
Sourced from Regis  Durand. 1997. Lucas Samaras: Photo-Transformations 1973-1976, (Paris: Galerie Xippas) 41. 

Image removed due to copyright Image removed due to copyright
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Chapter 3: Studio Processes

The digital frottage method I have pursued operates in relation to the framework of 

alchemy, particularly that articulated in the writings of Zosimus of Panopolis around the 

year 300 CE. Zosimus saw alchemy as a form of transformation and was documented as 

saying, “and all things are woven together, and all things are dissolved, and all things are 

mixed with one another, and all things are combined, and all things are again unmixed” 

(cited in Hornung 40, 2001).

In the artworks created for this doctoral project, I have sought to evoke the esoteric through 

digitally exploring, extracting, mixing, merging and remixing fragments hidden behind the 

physical appearance and intended uses of the material Blu-Tack. 

My use of alchemy as a methodology for inquiry in frottage development began with 

immersing myself in the tactile qualities of Blu-Tack, stretching and smearing it and waiting 

for its tensile attributes to present themselves through manipulation. A pivotal moment was 

when I saw opportunities to create large format frottage drawings using digital means for 

capturing the stretched out nomadic lines, compressed blobs, and smears of manipulated 

Blu-Tack. From this intuitive experimentation, I could examine the production process 

to obtain and compose digital frottage compositions. The studio process outlined below 

is situated in two stages that make up the physical elements of alchemy: decomposing 

and recomposing. As discussed in Chapter 1, decomposing is a formless procedure that 

transforms physical material into the digital, while recomposing is the construction of 

montage through actions of editing and cutting with the near unlimited composing options 

afforded by the digital program Photoshop to form frottage compositions.

3.1    The Alchemic Methodology: Stage 1 Decomposing

In alchemy, decomposition describes the process whereby the original material dissolves 
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and breaks up. To explore decomposition, I draw on Yves-Alain Bois and Rosalind Krauss’s 

book Formless: A User’s Guide (1996), which reignited the art world’s interest in the 

concept of the formless in the late twentieth century. According to both writers, ‘formless’ 

is a term that allows one to decompose a form and to throw classification into disorder. 

Bois and Krauss classify the formless into four operations: base materialism, horizontality, 

entropy, and pulse. These are explained as follows:

 • Base materialism is a formless matter that resembles nothing, especially not   
   what it should be, that refuses to let itself be assimilated to any concept or   
   abstraction. (Bois and Krauss 1997, 4–5)

 • Horizontality is a sort of art that promotes the formless by getting and staying   
   low. Jackson Pollock is used as an example to demonstrate this argument by   
   moving the site of painting from the vertical easel to the floor.  
   (Bois and Krauss 1997, 113)
    
  • Entropy is “…to float the field of seeing in the absence of the subject...the   
   disappearance of the first person is the mechanism that triggers formlessness”   
   (Bois and Krauss 1997, 4–5). Entropy here is interpreted as a deep investigation  
   in the translation from physical object dissolving into the digital two dimensions.

 • Pulse involves an endless beat, of continually being renewed.  
   (Bois and Krauss 1997, 4–5)

I explore these four operations of the formless concerning decomposition to discuss the 

initial stages of my drawing practice.

3.1.1    Base Materialism

The first phase of the frottage method is to make Blu-Tack material soft, fluid, and malleable 

in an attempt to examine its base materialism. The strength and heat of my hands accelerate 

the deformation of the material through stress and pressure. The change in stress condition 

softens the material, activating its tensile qualities and causing it to attain a viscous state, 

somewhere between liquid and solid. In my studio experiments, I pursued other means of 

heat such as microwaving Blu-Tack so that it became like butter and could be spread over 
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the glass surface. Physical forces were also trialled in pressing Blu-Tack hard up against the 

glass surface and allowing gravity to drop Blu-Tack onto the glass substrate lightly. These 

different forces provided shifts in focus and variations in form when flattened into the digital. 

3.1.2    Horizontality

The second phase of the frottage method is to employ the glass substrate of the flatbed 

scanner that supports the compressed Blu-Tack. In a manner akin to Pollock’s horizontal 

painting technique, I use the glass of the flatbed as my canvas on which to perform my 

improvised Blu-Tack manipulations with tensile and compressed Blu-Tack. The Blu-Tack 

slithers in multiple lengths, thicknesses, blobs, smears and sucks to the glass substrate and 

makes connections, creating a stratum. Here the visual text of movement from applied forces 

is captured by a tracking light source and enters data into the digital, converting optical 

impulses into electrical ones. In his book Other Criteria (1972), Leo Steinberg describes the 

flatbed picture plane as follows:

 The flatbed picture plane makes its symbolic allusion to hard surfaces such as   
 tabletops, studio floors, charts, bulletin boards—any receptor surface on which   
 objects are scattered, on which data is entered, on which information may be   
 received, printed, impressed—whether coherently or in confusion . . . the painted   
 surface is no longer the analogue of a visual experience but of operational processes.  
 (1972, 84)

To further explore the horizontal plane I introduced the use of transparent sheets 

of varied thicknesses of glass, film and perspex that were layered above the flatbed 

substrate to experiment with the shallow depth of field of the flatbed. Compressed 

Blu-Tack between layered transparent sheets gave ghost-like effects when scanned. 

These various layers set above the scanner acted like a distorting lens so that the copied 

image blurred giving esoteric readings. Figure 35 shows varied sheets of transparency 

with Blu-Tack wedged between plates which are later positioned on top of the flatbed 

substrate for scanning. 
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3.1.3    Entropy

The third aspect of my digital frottage process 

is related to the physical concept of entropy. 

Entropy is a measure of the degree of disorder 

in a closed system and, in general, it always 

increases with time. In the first instance, the 

entropy of the artistic workpiece increases as 

Blu-Tack is stretched, smeared, and generally 

manipulated on the flatbed surface of the 

scanner. Disorder is also increased by adding 

contaminants and impurities to the Blu-Tack. In 

the second instance, the entropy of the artistic workpiece increases as initial scans 

of the Blu-Tack relief sculptures are subjected to fragmentation by the Photoshop 

magic wand tool. An interesting aspect of the artistic process is the tension between 

the physical process of increasing entropy and the subjective process of increasing 

aesthetic content.

3.1.4    Pulse

The final stage of the formless in my frottage method is the pulse. Once the scan has 

captured the material Blu-Tack, I re-use it on the substrate, repeating and creating 

multiple scans of various experiments manipulating the tensile qualities of Blu-

Tack. This loop effect of reusing Blu-Tack is an act of pulsation “continually in 

the act of making and unmaking itself” (Bois and Krauss 1997, 137). Blu-Tack is a 

mutable material that can be transformed infinitely, never losing its power. 

As a result of my engagement with the formless—to decompose the solid material 

Blu-Tack into the digital environment—my approach has become essentially 

Figure 35 Justin Garnsworthy, Supporting 
layers of varied transparent surfaces with 

compressed Blu-Tack to lay onto substrate 
of flatbed scanner, 2018. 
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non-bounded. I am committed to creative experimentation, merging fragments of 

various scans to illuminate the vitality and mystery of digital frottage drawing. 

My work is an intermingling of visual arts, newspaper industry of mass media 

and communication, and physical material/technology. The four operations of the 

formless concerning decomposition have transformed Blu-Tack as a starting point, 

a base dissolved into a digital code to form a montage of frottage compositions. 

In the following, I introduce montage, which is the second stage of my alchemic 

methodology in recomposing. 

3.2    The Alchemic Methodology: Stage 2 Recomposing

3.2.1    Montage

I use the process of montage (French for mounted) to form whole compositions 

by combining digital fragments from numerous iterations of scanned Blu-Tack. I 

construct the montages by overlaying and cutting fragments using the computer 

program Photoshop. New effects are created by the way the fragments work against 

one another.   The montages encourage the gaze of the viewer to roam around the 

picture plane in order to attribute meaning to the artwork. This method of montage 

for progressing esoteric knowledge can be linked to the work of German artist Kurt 

Schwitters. He was a noted artist for the montage technique, and created random 

juxtapositions from banal fragments. The book  The Chatter of the Visible: Montage 

and Narrative in Weimar Germany (2016) explains how Schwitters constructed 

his montages through a comprehensive and layered exploration which “achieved 

curiously esoteric imagery” (McBride 2016, 148). This esoteric imagery was 

derived from detritus such as torn photographs, ticket stubs, labels, newspaper clips 

and other discarded items. 
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Although there are many opportunities to use filters in Photoshop to sharpen and shift the 

focus of scanned content, I restricted my use to that of the “magic wand tool” because of 

the opportunity to make random selections for cutting. The magic wand tool selects pixels 

based on tone and colour and, when used as a cutting device, creates glitch effects because 

the tool seeks out similar tones and colours adjacent to that of a chosen pixel depending 

on the tolerance setting. The glitch effects builds unforeseen textures into the montage 

compositions, building rich strata of variation (Figures 36 to 38). This process assists in 

the development of an illusion of depth. The alchemic element of recomposing connects 

and unifies elements when mixed in the digital realm and links to the frottage technique of 

cutting. Intuitive improvisations forging new connections from fragments of scan iterations 

connect to the practices of alchemy found in Surrealism. This process is continued as 

multiple fragments of the same pool of scan iterations can be recycled to generate different 

frottage compositions. Near unlimited arrangements can be used for a process of mapping, 

furthering new connections that feel latent, unpredictable, and productive in the creation of 

large frottage compositions. The process of digital montage explores the methods of alchemy 

through Photoshop’s versatility to recompose varied scanned fragments into completed 

compositions. Smashed Tack III 2018 (Figure 39) is an example of a completed composition.

Figure 36 Justin Garnsworthy, Detail 
of Blu-Tack glitches, 2018.

Figure 37 Justin Garnsworthy,  
Detail of Blu-Tack glitches, 2018. 

Figure 38 Justin Garnsworthy, Detail 
of Blu-Tack glitches, 2018.
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In my work, I employ compositional skills I acquired during my career in design to visually 

excite and lead viewers through the large-scale labyrinth of chaos in front of them. Many 

of the large artworks create a descent into darkness, reflecting a vast cosmos. The three-

dimensional illusion on the two-dimensional plane captures an intensity of mystery and 

intrigue, with the gradual disappearance of the object in the shallow depth of field. These 

testings in the alchemic stages of decomposing and recomposing have fertilised new ideas. 

I will continue to look beyond the everyday and seek mystery in the practices of misuse in 

order to provide a valuable foundation for the use of the digital in the process of frottage.

When satisfied with the arrangement of the montage artworks in Photoshop, I 

create a hardcopy print. I have surveyed the many printing surface options available 

to ascertain the most suitable paper for printing the Blu-Tack montages. In the 

beginning, I kept within the paraphernalia of the office by using ream paper.

Figure 39 Justin Garnsworthy, Smashed Tack III, Montage composition of  
Blu-Tack fragments from scanned iterations, 2018, 240cm x 244cm (h).
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3.2.2    Ream Paper

The hardcopy product is not my primary concern in the production of manufactured drawing, 

but it has been necessary to explore what is a good solution for best displaying my Blu-Tack 

digital frottage prints. In keeping with the paraphernalia of the office, I first examined A3 ream 

office paper as a surface to print on. To create a large format image, I tiled multiple A3 printed 

sheets to create the one picture. This was first explored with the idea of extending the montage 

technique by combining multiple sheets into a single image. Detail of Digital Prints on Ream 

Paper 2015 (Figure 40) demonstrates the tiling effect. 

Officeworks offers a variety of coloured and white 

A3 ream paper to print onto digitally. I explored 

a variety of their industrial-looking colour ream 

papers and found that the soft industrial yellow, 

which sits on the opposite side of the colour chart 

from blue, complemented the industrial Blu-Tack 

colouring. After I reviewed the qualities of ream 

paper with printed content, I found it failed in 

its visual impact because of its low grade paper 

quality. This forced me to find a more appropriate 

printing surface that reflected alchemy’s pursuit 

of turning base materials like lead into precious 

materials such as gold. The grid effect of tiling was 

eliminated in the evolving work as its cutting effect 

through sections of overall image distracted from 

the esoteric cosmos sought. Tiled A3 Ream Paper 

at Drawing International Brisbane 2015 (Figure 

41) demonstrates the use of tiling to create whole 

image.

Figure 40 Justin Garnsworthy, Detail of Digital 
Prints on Ream Paper, Whitebox Gallery, 
2015, Photograph Documentation.

Figure 41 Justin Garnsworthy, Tiled A3 Ream 
Paper of Compressed Blu-Tack, Frottage, 
Drawing International Brisbane Symposium at  
Quensland College of Art at Griffith University, 
2015, Photograph Documentation. 
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 3.2.3    Lustre Art Paper

To see the effects of a higher grade of paper from ream paper, I printed a full-sized image 

on art quality, semi-gloss lustre paper on a large format printer without a tiling effect. The 

quality of the paper registered clearly the physical acts of the forces of hand and wrist 

in rupturing Blu-Tack. Revealed are thumbprints and fingerprints, and detritus collected 

in the history of the Blu-Tack. It was decided that the artworks would arrest the viewer 

more if the white borders framing the digital frottage compositions were removed in the 

next progression of artwork development and that printing them onto aluminium would 

complement the industrial colouring of Blu-Tack. Transition 2016 (Figure 42) shows an 

installation detail of digital prints on lustre paper exhibited at the Jugglers Art Space in 

Fortitude Valley, Brisbane. 

3.2.4    Aluminium

The aluminium panels foregrounded and complemented the industrialised colouring of 

Blu-Tack when printed onto its surfaces. The aluminium surface also illuminated magnified 

impressions of the compressed, viscous, crude, and drawn out Blu-Tack, grit-like electronic 

Figure 42 Justin Garnsworthy, 
Installation View Transition 
Exhibition, 2016, Jugglers Art 
Space, Photograph Documentation.
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glitches and the ghostly effects that appeared during the objects’ digital transformations 

and composing. It is said “aluminium can be truly described as a modern material—and 

not only because its unique properties of lightness, strength, and resistance to corrosion 

have made it indispensable in the age of flight” (Raymond 1984, 222). It has been available 

on an industrial scale for less than a century. In preparing the artwork for exhibition, the 

contemporary use of the material was reinforced in the choice of adhesion required to fix 

brackets at the back of metal sheets for hanging. Special multi-purpose silicon glue was 

needed to attach brackets. The standardisation of sizing for sheets also reflected a medium 

that is mass-produced for signage and wall hanging purposes.

The grey/silver surface of aluminium reflects light, making its colouring ambiguous, floating 

in between black and white. In my frottage digital prints, I leave the raw aluminium in the 

background rather than using a white background to print on. This allows the Blu-Tack to 

stand out from the neutral background, however, I also feel the slightly reflective raw surface 

builds mystery into the artworks where it might mask the immediate reading of Blu-Tack. 

Subtle shifts in the colour of Blu-Tack lifting from the grey background of aluminium create 

an exciting tension between the flatness of the aluminium sheet and the depth of captured 

Blu-Tack. David Batchelor explains that artist “Van Gogh had reflected on the surprises of 

grey in particular when a small amount of any colour can and does transform grey—itself 

a ‘sterile neuter’—into something subtle, complex and thrilling” (2014, 75). Installation 

views of my exhibition Smashed Tack 2018 (Figures 43 and 44) at the Webb Gallery, QCA, 

Griffith University, shows the digital compositions printed onto aluminium.

The smooth surface of aluminium panels suggests a dynamic field of chaos in the 

compressed layers blurring readings of science fiction and medical science. Viewers 

visualised bone fragments, vascular systems, intestines and foetuses of unformed creatures 

such as rats in the enlarged Blu-Tack. Chunks of clumped Blu-Tack and disparate tensile 

Blu-Tack look as though they dissolve into the smoothness of the aluminium plate surface. 

The shimmering, abutted aluminium surfaces keeps the viewer focused on visually scanning 
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Blu-Tack, like a forensic scene where the viewer seeks out photoshop glitches that mimic 

the captured grease residue left behind from released tack from a glass substrate. Dynamics 

arise in compositions through the variations of different stretched out Blu-Tack and blobs 

forming a constellation of floating Tack. Bursts of colour and random detritus emerge in 

the spontaneous process and the histories of Blu-Tack. The artworks project a sense of 

everything and nothingness in an exotic Tack cosmos where there is no physical Tack 

present. The more time invested in viewing the artwork, the more visual discoveries are 

made. The digital frottage compositions engulf the viewer. Lineaments and cropping are 

explored as a ploy in the editing of frottage compositions to heighten the effect that there 

is a potential extension of the image beyond the frame. The discursive thinking of frottage 

through digital means has led to an ever-increasing role of the esoteric in the method of 

frottage. 

Figure 43 Top: Justin Garnsworthy, Installation View Smashed Tack Exhibition, 2018, Webb Gallery, QCA,  
Photograph: Thomas Oliver Mokany.

Figure 44 Bottom: Justin Garnsworthy,  
Installation View Smashed Tack Exhibition, 
2018, Webb Gallery, QCA, Photograph:  
Thomas Oliver Mokany.
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Conclusion

Through this inquiry into the misuse of everyday materials for new visual discoveries, 

my drawing method has evolved from the representational editorial illustrations I 

created for the newspaper industry to large-scaled digital frottage artworks. I believe 

my artworks might be termed “esoteric” because of their enigmatic appearance, with 

viewers often expressing an inability to discern how the images were created. I have 

used the concept of alchemy to describe my digital frottage process with its progressive 

transformation of everyday materials into sublime artworks.

My reassessment of Blu-Tack and technology, whereby I experimented with them in 

ways different from their intended use, led to unexpected image-making opportunities 

that were manifested in digital frottage artworks. Visual discoveries merging digital 

technologies and Blu-Tack seemed almost unlimited dependent upon ways of exploiting 

and stretching technology’s normal operations and commercial functions. Using digital 

technology for production contributes to a reflective arts practice that continually 

develops, changes, and suggests future developments. I anticipate that my future 

experiments will extend to the use of more powerful flatbed scanners. More powerful 

flatbed scanners will offer greater enlargement potentials and exceptional image 

resolution to zoom in and emphasise greater hidden material properties.  

The contribution of this research complements the art historical and theoretical 

discourses that exist on the subject of alchemy and frottage. This methodical and 

sustained investigation of the novel misuse of  Blu-Tack and its physical contact 

compressing on the surface of the digital flatbed scanner has been an active 

engagement leading to the creation of multiple frottage compositions. These images 

demonstrate the dynamics and plasticity of the material. Many experiments of 

drawing out the Blu-Tack and obscure readings in the shallow depth of field were 

conducted in addition to final hardcopy prints. 
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Created in the context of a contemporary culture my research clearly shows that the misuse 

of everyday materials allows us to move beyond everyday perceptions of reality. This type 

of artistic expression helps counter the thrust of contemporary culture, which is increasingly 

superficial and devoid of esoteric and specialised knowledge.
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